All Witt rings considered here will be finitely generated abstract Witt rings (in the sense of Marshall [5] ). The most important examples are the Witt rings WF of non-degenerate quadratic forms over a field F with chari 7 Φ 2 and F/F 2 a finite group. The basic problem is to classify these Witt rings. To date this has been done only for Witt rings that are small in some sense (e.g., the number of generators is < 32) and for torsion-free Witt rings. Indeed the part of a Witt ring R that is least understood is its torsion ideal R r
We study here the derivations of a Witt ring R, namely, additive maps D: R -> R such that D(rs) = sD(r) + rD(s) for all r,s e R. We denote by Der(i? . The usefulness of derivations appears to stem from the (easily checked) fact that the image of any derivation of R lies in R r Thus the structure of the derivation algebra Der(i?) sheds some light on the structure of R r We have obtained only some partial results however. We do classify the Witt rings in the following cases: (i) Der(i?) = 0, (ii) Der(i?) is a simple algebra, (iii) the fundamental ideal I R is not differentiate (i.e., D(I R ) <£ I R for some D e Der(i?)), and (iv) every derivation on R is integrable (but here we require some restrictions on R).
All of our classification results are special cases of a general classification of finitely generated Witt rings proposed by Marshall. We describe this. Start with the fundamental Witt rings Z/TL, Z/4Z, Z and certain Witt rings of local type, namely, L 2n0 , L 2nl and L 2n _ v (n > 2). The last three families arise as the Witt rings of suitable local fields (see [5] for details). We can form new Witt rings from old in two ways. If R is a Witt ring and Δ is a (finite) group of exponent 2 then the group ring i? [Δ] is again a Witt ring. If R v R 2 are Witt rings then the Witt product (or fibre product over Z/2Z) is R x X w R 2 = {(r l9 r 2 ) \r x e R l9 r 2 e R 2 and dimr λ = dim r 2 (mod 2)}, which is also a Witt ring. A Witt ring is of elementary type if it can be built up from the fundamental Witt rings listed above by a sequence of group ring extensions and Witt products. The proposed classification is simply that every finitely generated Witt ring is of elementary type.
The first section of this paper presents elementary results and reduction theorems. The second section computes the derivation algebra for any Witt ring of elementary type. An important step here is deriving some short exact sequences relating Der(L 2rt 0 ), Όer (L 2nl ) and Der(L 2/7 _ 1 ).
The third section examines some examples. We give an example of two non-isomorphic Witt rings on 8 generators with Lie isomorphic derivation algebras. We also give an example of derivations arising naturally in the theory of quadratic forms. Let F c K be a quadratic field extension and let s* denote the usual Scharlau transfer and z* denote the map on Witt rings induced by inclusion. Then, in many cases i*s*\ WK -» WK is a derivation.
The fourth section is devoted to proving L = Der(i?) is a simple algebra iff it is a group ring over Z/2Z and L = W n > the generalized Witt algebra, for some n.
The fifth section examines when a derivation on a Witt ring R is integrable (in the sense of Matsumura [6] ). We show that if R is of elementary type then every derivation is integrable iff R is not a group ring extension of a ring of characteristic two.
The notation for Witt rings generally follows [5] . R will always denote a finitely generated Witt ring. There is an associated group G (of one dimensional forms) with distinguished element -1. Every element of R may be expressed as a form (g l9 ..., g n ) with each g i e G. There is also an associated linked quaternionic mapping q\ G X G -> B, where B is some set. If there is a group H and a linked quaternionic mapping q: H X H -> B' onto some set B\ then there is induced a Witt ring which we will denote WH. I R denotes the fundamental ideal of R, that is, the collection of even dimensional forms.
If r = < gl ,..., g n ) G R then D(g l9 . . ., g n ) (or D R ( gι ,..., g n ) if the ring R needs to be specified) is the set of elements of G represented by r.
This should be distinguished from D ((g v .. ., g n ))-note the parentheses -which will indicate the image of r under the derivation D.
We will write Z n for Z/nZ. Δ w will always denote a group of exponent 2 and order 2 n . A universal round form in R is a form rGiί such that gr = r for all g in the associated group G. We let ur(i?) denote the collection of all universal round forms; ur(i?) is an ideal. If / c R is an ideal, ann Λ / denotes the annihilator of / in R.
Reductions.
We begin an elementary observation:
(2) It suffices to show D(x) e ann((l,l» for all JCGG. NOW 
It will frequently be easier to define a map on G and show it extends to a derivation on R. The appropriate restrictions on the map on G are in the following: DEFINITION. Let R be a Witt ring and G its associated group.
Let Der(G) denote the collection of G-derivations. Note that for d G Der(G), rf(l) = 0 and d(G) c ann«l, 1» (namely, the proof of (1.1) carries over). PROPOSITION 
Every G-derivation induces a derivation on R.
In particular, there is a bijection Der(G) <-> Der(i?).
Proof. Let d G Der(G) and define
To show D is welldefined it suffices to check on binary forms (cf. [5, p. 31 
, and d(x 2 y 1 ) = Expanding these equations yields:
(In the second step we have used
Now D is clearly additive. And
Lastly, suppose D G Der(i?) and set J = D\ G . Then J is a G-derivation. Namely, condition (i) holds by (1.1), condition (ii) holds by definition and if
(1) We will identity G-derivations with derivations on R. (2) Combining conditions (ii) and (in) for a G-derivation yields:
. This will be used frequently. DEFINITION. Let jβbea Pfister form of R such that i G (D(β)) < 2 and (1,1)/? = 0. Let H be a subgroup of index 2 in G containing -1 and contained in D(β). For c, y G G define:
The derivation (induced by) <i(/ί, JC>S) is the derivation ofH and xβ.
We check this definition makes sense. LEMMA 1.3. d(H,xβ) is a derivation.
We check conditions (ii) and (iii) for a G-derivation at the same time. Since we may switch the roles of y v y 2 there are three cases to consider:
Casel. y l9 y 2 G H.
Proof. If i? is reduced then Der(i?) = 0 by (1.1)(2), and if R = Z 2 or Z 4 then G c { ± 1} and so Der(i?) = 0 by (1.1)(1). Now suppose R is not reduced, Z 2 or Z 4 .
Since R is not reduced we can choose wGfl(l,l)\{l}. Then β 0 = (1, -w) G ann ((l,l) ) and β 0 # 0. We can find a non-zero Pfister form β, divisible by β 0 , such that D(β) = G. Namely, suppose otherwise and choose a non-zero Pfister form β with D{β) maximal among those divisible by β Q (β exists since |G| < oo). If
Now G C (1, -1}, since G c {1, -1} implies R is isomorphic to Z 2 , Z 4 or Z [5, p. 41-42] and Z is reduced. Choose a G G\{1, -1} and choose // a subgroup of index 2 in G containing -1 but not a.
We begin the computation of Der(i?) for R of elementary type by decomposing Der(i?) when R is a group ring or a Witt product. PROPOSITION 1.5 . Let R = iίJΔJ w#A Δ = {1, t) and let G o be the group associated to R o . Set: Since Dί^) is odd dimensional, the discriminant of (1, x) 
Proof. (->
is 1 or a v Hence x = l or a P So
Further, D(a 1 ) = J?( -a x ) ί / Λ so the same argument shows
Hence a x is two-sided rigid and by [5, 51.9 ] R is a group ring. We next consider Witt products. Let R = R λ X w R 2 with corresponding groups G = G x X G 2 . Let L = Der(iί). We form the following subsets of L:
Suppose char(iί) Φ 2. i? x and R 2 cannot both have characteristic 2; we will assume char(i? x ) Φ 2. Then (-1,1) Φ (1, 1) 
We prove the result for E λ ; the case for E 2 is similar. Let Hence e e HomίGi/ί ±1}, ur(i? 2 )). Conversely, let e e Homίg^ ±1}, ur(i? 2 )); e lifts to a unique map e in Hom (G 1? ur(i? 2 
The only Witt product that is also a group ring is Z X w Z [5, 5.22 ] which is reduced. Hence by (1. For g,g'eG,
If g G /)(!, g') then Pl (g) e Z)(l, p x (g0> and so
Thus 2) x e L x . Now
We thus only need to show that g'
That is, we have g7) 3 (g) = Z> 3 (g) for all g r E G 1 X 1 U 1 X G 2 and hence for all g f e G. Thus,
That is,
The simplest case of (1.8) yields COROLLARY 1.9 . Suppose char7? 1 =£ 2, α«d char7? 2 ^ 2. Lei i? = i? x X w R 2 and let G be the group associated to R. Then taking Z ^dimen-sions:
Proof. We use the notations of (1.8). By (1.7), L t = der(i? y ) for i = 1,2. We have by (1.8)
Derivation algebras for fundamental Witt rings.
To complete the computation of Der(i?) for R of elementary type we need to consider derivations on the fundamental Witt rings. These Witt rings are (cf. [5, 5.24 (
Proof. If char(Λ) Φ 2 then ann Λ (l,l> c I R . Thus it suffices to find ann Λ (l, 1) Π I R in both cases. We will show I R consists of 0, p and binary forms. From this (1) and (2) 
) is a subgroup of index 4 in G, thus contained in only three subgroups of index 2. These three subgroups are Z> (1, x) , D(l 9 g) and Z> (1, -xg) . This implies that one of x, g, -xg is 1. Each possibility contradicts our previous assumptions, which proves the claim.
Let z €=D(1,JC> nβ(l,g)\2)(l,l). Then zίfl(l,-g) lest ze Z><1, g> Π D(l, -g> c JD (1, 1) . Also, since JC € D(l, -g> and , -g) is a group of index 2, we have xz e D(l 9 -g). Lastly, x, z e x> implies xz e D(l, x) Π D(l, -g) c Z)(l, gχ>, so -gx e , -xz). We have:
since (l,l)Z)(x) = 0. Working the same way with (1, -xg)D(x) and (1,-xg)D(z) yields: 
Now suppose ^8 = (1, -j;) and x G Z)(l, -J>. Let // be a subgroup of index 2 in G, containing K but not x. Then H = D(l, -w), for some w e G, by (2.1). We have x £ Z)(l, -w> and so x ί i)(l, -wy>. Also
Lastly, suppose ^8 = z(l, -y). By the above argument, there exists
Proof. This holds for Z) = d (H,β) and hence for all derivations by (2.4) .
• REMARKS. (1) To complete the proof then, we need only show a is injective.
Suppose j j ' e ί with (1, y) <Ξann 5 (l,l> and α(/(l, >>)) = 0. Then (1, -ay) = 0 in R, a= y and (1, y) = 0 in S. Let y, y' e #, = ((j, -y')) and suppose α(#) = 0. Then (1, -ay) ± -y'{\ 9 -ay) = 0, y' e Z)*<1, -ay) Π Z) Λ <l,fl) c Z>*<l,.y) But then / e Z) 5 <l,.y) and ^ = 0 in 5. By (2.2), ann s (l, 1) consists of such y'(l 9 y), ((y, -y') ) and so a is injective. D
Denote the inverse of a by β. Note that β{kq) = kβ(q) for all k e D R (l,a) and # e ann Λ (l, 1) Π ann Λ (l, α). Note also under the identification of K with D(l,a) , S is a subring of iϊ. We continue with the notations of (2.6). , ax  f ) ). We need to show d (H, a) is in the image of /?*. We check this only for a = (1, x), the other cases being similar.
Set H' = D R (1, -ax) . Note that H{1,-1} a H', since 7/c D R (1, a Embed K into a group K with |Z| = 2|ίΓ|; say K= {l,c}K. For define:
,fc> = {l,^}^!^), where k'
We also set 2)^(1,1> « K and D E (l,c) = K. We further define q: KxK-^Z 2 by q(x 9 y) = 0 iff y e 2)^(1,ex (l,x) for all χe£ Suppose x e 1, J>). We will show ςy e D κ (l,cx) We check condition (2) (the proof of (3) 
(D) = (D(a), D(b)) and A is a subalgebra Lie isomorphic to
Proof.
(1) By (2.11) we need only show e is surjective. By symmetry it is enough to show 0x/ Λ c im(e). Then, since e is additive and xD e Der(i?) for all x e G, D e Der(i?), it suffices to show (0, (1, g» e im(e) for all geG . If gGD(l,a)\D(l,b) then e(d (D(hg) 9 (l,g») = (0, <l, (1,6). We will be done if we show D is a derivation.
We check the conditions of (1.2 
D
3. Examples. Sections 1 and 2 can be used to compute the derivation algebra for any Witt ring of elementary type. Below we give dim(Der(i?)) for every non-reduced Witt ring R where the associated group has order at most 8 (cf. [5, p. 122-124] Any two reduced Witt rings have Lie isomorphic derivation algebras, namely 0 (1.4). To get a non-trivial example we consider the four Witt rings listed above with 2-dimensional derivation algebras. Proof. Up to isomorphism there is a unique non-abelian 2-dimensional Lie algebra [2, p. 11 ], so we need only check if the algebras are abelian or not.
Z 4 [ΔJ can be realized by W(Z 3 ((t))) 9 hence by (1.5), Der(Z 4 [AJ) is generated by d ((l, 1» and d(t(l, 1» (where d(w) sends ±1 to 0 and ±t to w). Then is generated by d ((l 9 l)) and d((l 9 a) ) 9 where d(w) sends ±1 to 0 and ±a to w. Then [έ/«l,l», </(<l, α))] = d«l,l» and the algebra is non-abelian.
Lastly, ZX VV ,ZX VV Z 4 can be realized by the Witt ring of the group G = {±1 9 ±a 9 ±b 9 ±ab) with D(l 9 1) = {1, -aft}, D(l 9 a) = {l 9 a 9 -b 9 -ab} and D(l 9 b) = {l 9 b 9 -a 9 -ab}. Using (1.8) we get Der(Z X w Z X w Z 4 ) is generated by D λ which sends a to (1, ab) 9 b to 0, and by D 2 which sends a to 0 and b to (1, ab) . Then [D l9 Z> 2 ] = Z) 1 + D 2 and the algebra is non-abelian. D
Note that the Witt rings of (3.1) (2) with Lie isomorphic derivation algebras have non-isomorphic associated groups. However, it is possible for non-isomorphic Witt rings to have isomorphic associated groups and non-trivial Lie isomorphic derivation algebras. An example isZx w Z 2 [Δ 2 ] and Z 4 X W Z 4 X M; Z 4 . We sketch the computations required to verify this. where Z)(l, g) = G for all g <= G. The following is a basis for the derivation algebra: 
The map D t -^ J 7 gives a Lie isomorphism from Der(Z 4 X vv Z 4 X vv Z 4 )to Der Z X w Z 2 [Δ 2 ]) as can be easily, if not quickly, checked. We close this section with an example of a derivation which arises naturally in the theory of quadratic forms. We use the following set-up: Let F be a field of characteristic not 2, e e F\F 2 and E = F{y[e). Let denote the involution on E with a + b{e = a -b{e, and also the induced involution on WE. Let s\ E -* F be the F-linear functional defined by ^(1) = 0, s(Je) = 1. We denote the Scharlau transfer of s by s* y and the map WF -> WE induced by inclusion by z*. LEMMA 
Let E = F(]fe) and s* = i+s*: WE -> WE. Then for all q v q 2 e WE:
Proof. We need only check this for x 9 y e E since s* is additive. Let /: £->Fbe the trace functional. If z = \{e then ί(xz) = s(x) for all x ^ E. Let ί* = *V*. By the trace formula of Scharlau-Knebusch [4, p. 212] , t*(q) = q + q for all # G WE. We obtain: jfr*(jc) + xs*(y) = ^*(xz) + xi*(^z)
= y(xz,xz) + x(yz y yz) = (xyz,xyz) 4-xy(z,z) = t*(xyz) + xy(\Je , -\fe) = s*(xy). Π COROLLARY 3.3. Let E = F(y[e) and suppose that for all x,y(ΞE N E/F (y) e D E (l, -N E/F (x)).
Then s* = w WE -* WE is a derivation. Proof . By an easy computation (cf. [4, p. 202 9 for some z G F. By assumption, for all y G £, (1, -A^/ F (>;)>5*(x) = 0 and so ^*(x) = JΛS*(X). The result thus follows from (3.2) . EXAMPLES. We give some examples of fields F for which the condition of (3.3) is satisfied for all quadratic extensions.
(i) Finite fields. In this case binary forms represent all of F.
(ϋ) Local fields, here either (( -N E/F (x), -N E/F (y)))
is 0 in WF or (( -e, -/)) for some /G F\D F (1, -e), since WF has a unique non-trivial 2-fold Pfister form. In either case, ({ -N E/F (x) 9 -N E/F (y))) ® E = 0 gives the condition of (3.3) .
(iii) If the condition of (3.3) holds for every quadratic extension of F λ and F 2 then it holds for every quadratic extension of the field F constructed by Kula [3] with WF = WF γ X w WF 2 .
Simple derivation algebras.
We begin with a simple observation: Now D ((l,a k ) ) c /* and by induction D (((a v ...,a k _ 1 ) )) c 7™ (
Proof. We need only show (3) -> (4). So suppose L has no (non-zero) abelian ideals. Let G be the group associated to R. Write R = R 0 [Δ] , for some group Δ of exponent 2 and Witt ring i? 0 which is not a group ring. Let G o be the group associated to R o .
Step 1. ll o is torsion-free. Suppose otherwise and choose m > 2 such that Ig is not torsion-free but IR +1 is torsion-free (this is possible as R o is finitely generated, cf. [5, 9.4 (1, -x) is torsion and 7| is torsion-free by Step 1. We consider four cases. In each case we obtain a contradiction by construction of non-zero abelian ideal.
]). Note that a torsion form in
Casel.GΦ (1, -1}D(1,1) and 1 Φ -1. Fix a subgroup 77 of index 2 in G such that if contains {1, -1}Z)<1,1). Set 7 = (<ί(77, <1, )\x e 7><1,1>}, using the notation of (1.3 . Then «1, -e)) = <l,l>i?(g) + «1, -e» e /j and so «1, -e>> = 0. Thus D(g) + (1, -e) e 7| n Λ, = 0, by Step 1. Hence for every geG there exists an e e 7)(1,1) such that D{g) = (1, -e).
We now complete the proof that 7 is an ideal. [D, d(H, (1, -x (1, -x»(g) ), since D(g) = (1, -e) with e e Z)(l,l> c 77. In particular, [7), d(H, (1, (g) = 0 if g e 77. If g ί 77 and 7)(x) = (1, -y) for some y e 7) (1,1> then [7) , </(#, (1, -x»] 
Lastly, we show 7 is abelian. Since the image of d(H, (1, -x) ) is {0, (1, -x)} and JC S 7J>(1,1) c 77, the composition of any two derivations in 7 is 0. Thus [7, 7] 
Case 2. G= {1,-1}7)<1,1) and -1 ΐ .D<1,1). For g e G define Z)(g) = 7J(1, -g> if g e 7)(1,1), and 7)(g) = (1, g> if -g e D(l,l). Note that 7)(g) = D{-g) for all g and 7>(-l) = 0. To show 7J> e L we need only check 7)(gg') = 7)(g) + 7)(g') for all g, g' e G, since D(g) e ur(i?) for all g ^ G. Now: D(g)±D(g')= (l^g) + (l,ε 2 g'>, for some ε 1? ε 2 e {1,-1} = ( -ε 2 g', -ε ί e 2 gg / ) + (l,ε 2 g'), as (l,ε lg ) e ur(Λ) = (l,-εi ε 2g g')=7)(gg').
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Let D' e L and geGbe arbitrary. As in Case 1 D'(g) = (1, -x) for some x e D(l, 1). Then [7, p. 106 ] that every restricted Lie algebra can be embedded in a generalized Witt algebra. Hence if R is a finitely generated Witt ring there exists an n such that Der(i?) embeds in Der(Z 2 [ΔJ).
Integrable derivations.
We follow the terminology of Matsumura [6] . If R is a commutative ring with identity then a derivation D of R into itself is integrable if there exists a homomorphism E: R -> R [[t] ] such that E(r) = r + ίD(r) (modi 2 ) for all r G ϋ. The map £ is an integral of 2). = °} then D is /^inte-grable. Now L is isomorphic to Der(L 2rt _ 1 ) by (2.11). Let γ*: Der(L 2n _ 1 ) -> L be an isomorphism (take the inverse of the map in (2.11) ). The proof of (2.11) showed that y*(d (H 9 a) We thus have that R is a group ring extension. Write R = S[Δ], with S indecomposable or a Witt product. Again induction yields that every derivation on S is / 5 -integrable. If char(i?) Φ 2 then any derivation on R maps I R into itself (1.7). So (5.3) implies every derivation on R is /R-integrable, contrary to our assumption. Thus R is a group ring and char(i?) = 2. D
